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Abstract: Modern digital library systems face
challenges
related
to
data
analytics,
interoperability, access control, and institutional
and user collaborations. This paper presents the
work done to add value to the conventional digital
library workflows in a next-generation library
system.
Inherent
capabilities
to
foster
collaboration,
content co-creation
and
AI
interventions are among the desired features
guiding the development of modern library
systems. The work also highlights aspects of data
transformation and access models in a more
connected information ecosystem.

internet and mobile devices look for immediate
and precise information almost all the time. Digital
libraries are expected to provide this type of
access to their users and, also, a place to be more
productive. As a result, we see changes in the
architecture of digital libraries and the increasing
use of new and innovative technologies.
The NMC Horizon Report 2017 Library Edition
[1] suggests that the trends related to user
experience
improvements,
cross-institution
collaborations, and rethinking of library spaces are
forcing digital libraries to use the latest technology.
The challenges facing modern digital libraries in
this evolution phase include accessibility,
technology literacy, adapting to existing
organization designs, and ongoing integrations.
More complicated issues being faced by libraries
during this transition are interoperability,
intellectual property, rights management, and
economic and political pressures.
The enormous size of digital content in libraries
that tends to increase exponentially is now being
treated as big data [2]. To effectively use such
large information spaces, it is essential that, in
addition to traditional data processing software,
advanced computational methods are also used.
The use of modern analytic tools will help to
consume information in digital libraries more
effectively. Furthermore, it will help to reveal
patterns, trends, and associations that are linked
to the human behavior of users and their
interactions.
The research on the topic of how big data and
user preferences are changing digital library
services [3][4] highlights the fact that user data
plays an important role in the new digital library
ecosystem. User interactions captured by digital
libraries not only help in fulfilling the information
needs of users but also continuously add
resources to the library. User-contributed
resources build a broader understanding of
desirable library resources. In the current
information overload era, digital library users look
for a personalized experience and access to
relevant content from diverse media spaces. They
are also more interested in autonomous tagging of
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1. INTRODUCTION

D

igital libraries are modern versions of
conventional libraries having the same
primary objective of information dissemination.
The main features of a library include the ability of
information cataloguing, easy access, circulation,
content update, and record maintenance. At a
more abstract level libraries promote education
and culture in society. The digital face of libraries
has all the traditional processes and services, but
it additionally has certain features that are
attributed to the digital nature of hosted
information contents. A good digital library must
provide a coherent view of the various types of
media content it contains. Indexing and search
capabilities of digital libraries make information
access more precise. Contrary to service provision
to immediate communities by conventional
libraries, digital libraries tend to reach out to a
larger and more diverse user base.
In the last decade, we have seen tremendous
growth in digital content and the use of information
technology in almost every field of life. Digital
libraries now are a lot more than simple
storehouses for organized digital documents.
They are multimedia and structured information
spaces running various services for their users.
Digital libraries now are also platforms for
communication, collaboration, learning and
research. Knowledge seekers with access to fast
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information contents for personal understanding
and peer sharing. The ability to supplement library
contents by adding annotations to source
information is another desirable aspect of modern
digital libraries.
Research work and studies [1][2][3][4] are
highlighting futuristic trends and a way forward for
the digital library systems but existing mainstream
platforms are still using the conventional data
processing,
management,
and
publishing
approach.
An experimental study evaluating digital
libraries [5] reveals that users of digital libraries
acknowledge the improvements in systems by
modern
technology
interventions.
The
improvements
in
information
retrieval
mechanisms, usability, and access interfaces are
acknowledged. However, at the same time users
of digital library systems also feel the need for
further improvements with cutting-edge data
science and ICT usage. The commonly used
claims of open-source digital library platforms [6]
are to be extensible and increasingly allow the use
of diverse media types, standard metadata,
content management system, and multimodal
access. There are also efforts made to cover
challenging access management issues with
copyrights and licensing implementations. Fast
and reliable storage and hosting also complement
the digital preservation agenda of digital libraries.
Many digital publishing platforms started offering
recommender systems based on content filtering
or collaborative filtering approach. we also see
increasing use of machine learning algorithms
offering different analytics on library and user data.
While all this development shows progression,
there is still a lot of room for improvements in
domains such as interoperability, user and
institutional collaborations, and AI usage during
content creation and consumption.
The author of this paper and his team started
working on the development of a modular and
extensible digital library platform that makes use
of niche technologies [7][8]. The main objective of
this development activity was to address the
above-highlighted deficiencies in digital library
systems. Over the past couple of years, our team
deployed different instances of a next-generation
digital library platform1 at the Institute of Interactive
Systems and Data Science, Graz University of
Technology Austria.
This paper discusses the results of our
experiments done to improve content creation, cocreation, management, and interoperability
features in a digital library system. In the following
sections of the paper, we will identify the focus
area of the library administration portal, i.e. content preprocessing before publishing and its
1

delivery to users. The system’s ability to engage
users for content co-creation and digital access
right management is also presented. We will also
highlight measures taken to make the system
more interoperable. We will conclude the paper by
pointing out ways forward and the needed next
steps toward a comprehensive and modern digital
publishing platform.
2. CONTENT CURATION IN DIGITAL LIBRARIES
In modern times most of the general information
and intellectual content created by individuals and
institutions are in digital format. The term data or
content curation is used for the creation,
organization, integration, and value addition of the
information in digital libraries. Due to the
exponential growth of digital information, the
managers of information stores and librarians that
host this information look for innovative ways to
preserve this knowledge.
Data curation is becoming an increasingly
important domain because of its importance in
information discovery, delivery, and re-use. A
generic and comprehensive data curation life
cycle model by Digital Curation Center [9] provides
a high-level graphical overview of the steps
involved in the complete process.
The actions presented in the data curation
lifecycle (Fig. 1) are used by different digital library
systems, starting from data object collection.
Actions performed range from adding descriptions
and metadata, preservation planning, engaging
the user community, setting access mechanisms
and finally transforming data into suitable formats
for storage and use.

Fig.1.:
DCC
lifecycle
model
[source:
https://www.dcc.ac.uk/sites/default/files/documents/publicatio
ns/DCCLifecycle.pdf ]

https://nid.iicm.tugraz.at/
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There are additional steps involving data
reappraisal, migration, conceptualization, and
removal. Led by this holistic lifecycle and generic
action categories, the management portal of the
NID library system is designed to perform the
following data curation steps using administrative
accounts:
2.1 Data Addition
NID system allows uploading standard PDF
documents using a simple interface with minimal
description data and default access and use
models. The advanced document addition allows
detailed description entries with options to select
access rights and settings related to community
use, data transformation, and views. NID also
allows the creation of library objects using highresolution images. Support for documents in
proprietary formats e.g. MS word can also be
added for user-specific needs.

Fig. 3.: NID OCR, with image preprocessing options

2.4 Data Transformation
The information content added in the NID library
is transformed into an image format for end-user
delivery and consumption by other systems. The
International Image Interoperability Framework
(IIIF) standard2 is selected for the online delivery
of high-quality, attributed digital objects at scale.
The image-based transformation of conventional
documents is done by keeping the text lookup
feature intact while eliminating the easy
possibilities of text copying without permission.
The manifest metadata descriptor of IIIF helps in
the specifications of page-level objects of the
system. This transformation greatly helps in
device-independent, cross-platform delivery of
information contents in a library.
NID library offers to set display properties of a
document at a page level. Librarians
(administrators and editors) can set the display of
pages in a particular order and choose to hide the
pages from the display as well.

2.2 Additional Descriptors and Preservations
Planning
Using the Manage Book options of the NID
library system administrative users can edit book
preservation and descriptor settings and also set
view menu options and annotation addition
behavior for a particular document.

Fig. 2.: Overview of NID library administrative portal

2.3 Creation of Representation Information
A NID library offers, in addition to the
specification of standard document metadata, the
creation of an inverted index of documents. This
allows fast full-text search of text contents of
documents with the specification of the exact
location in documents. The full-text search facility
is complemented by various enhancements that
include the detection of text and objects using
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology,
Natural Language Processing, and Computer
Vision algorithms, more details on this are given in
section 4.
2

Fig. 4.: Extended metadata of library objects in NID

2.5 Access, Use and Re-use
Access, Use and Re-use: Content access
management in NID administrative portal is done

https://iiif.io/
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using a unique three-tier approach. The first
access management mechanism is based on
Digital Rights Management (DRM) levels. The
default NID systems come with pre-defined three
DRM levels i.e. 0/1/2. The DRM-0 selection means
rights management is disabled and access is
granted to all users including anonymous ones.
DRM-1 access allows only registered/privileged
users to access the library objects. The DRM-2
assigned objects can only be viewed by the editors
and system administrators. These levels
correspond to the pre-defined user categories in
NID distribution i.e., anonymous, registered,
editors and administrators. The NID library system
can have more user categories and more
corresponding DRM levels. The second tier of
access management is based on license types.
The NID system allows the addition and
management of license types which in turn are
assigned to objects being added to the library. The
default system license types include different
variants of Creative Commons3 license type,
Public Domain, and Copy Right/All rights
reserved. The license descriptor not only identifies
the use, re-use, and sharing characteristics, but
also compliments the NID user access layer
mechanism. A license type in the NID system can
be created with specific concurrent user access to
limit its online use according to the allowed
distribution rights of the library. A document in the
library added with a Public Domain license type
provides a download link to its source file. The
third layer of access is invoked by privileged users,
editors and administrators, with the console
section of the main library portal. Access control at
the user group level can be defined by creating a
group
of

3. COLLABORATIONS AND INTEROPERABILITY
Digital Libraries in more interactive and
interlinked online environments face the long-term
challenge of user and institutional collaborations.
While librarians and technologists both agree on
the fact that digital content publishing platforms
must have intuitive means of promoting user
interactivity at both system level and across
different systems, we see limited inherent
capabilities of user collaborations and data
interoperability across different platforms. The
surveys done to access the capabilities of
common digital library systems reveal that there
are efforts made to promote standardized
metadata generation and consumption for
interoperability and syndication services [10]. The
prevailing digital library systems are also
increasingly making use of various external social
media plugins to promote user collaborations.
These efforts need to be complemented by adding
built-in user interaction features in digital libraries
and standard application programming interfaces
(APIs) for sharing and consuming data.
To support the development of a digital library
system in this positive direction we added the
following collaborative and interoperability
capabilities to the NID platform.
3.1. Annotations, Discussions, Quizzes
at Public and Group Levels
Going beyond passive consumer of information,
NID library users can add comments, or contribute
information in form of annotations, comments,
feedback, quizzes, and even start a discussion at
the document page level. The content co-creation
by the user community must also include
necessary moderation controls. NID implements
this control by specifying the user interaction
behavior at the base level where a librarian can
specify whether the library object/document allows
anonymous interactions or only logged-in
registered users can contribute to discussions and
annotations. The added contents are made
available to general users of the library system
unless the library objects’ content moderation is
not enforced. The content moderation is enforced
by specifying the moderator email of any
document in a NID library. This moderation control
can be applied at the page level but also allows
adding multiple content moderators for specific
sections of a document. This additional control
allows visibility of user contribution only after
approval/ activations by the moderators or editors
of the library system. The NID system also
provides the facility to create user groups. The
library users can create user groups and add
document interactions (annotations, quizzes, and

Fig. 5.: NID Library Access control options

users and assigning exclusive access rights to
selected library objects to a certain user group.

3

https://creativecommons.org/
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discussions) that are only visible to users of the
intended group.

The front-end operational example of content
sharing and digestion APIs include a “transclusion
function” for URL shared contents and import of
IIIF-compliant information objects from other
libraries.

Fig. 6.: User Group features in NID Library

3.2. Interoperability
Seamless data sharing at the system level is
very critical to maintaining a robust and extensive
information ecosystem. Digital libraries must be
capable of sharing information contents in addition
to exchanging metadata. The NID library system
makes use of the IIIF standard to extend the
seamless content delivery and syndication
services. NID data representation is based on a
simple design principle reducing the use of any
proprietary data format and specific technologies.
It uses image formats that can be used on any
platform and device. The IIIF image representation
is complemented by link data in JSON-LD format.
This web standard link data uses an open
standard file format and data interchange format.
The context of original data and use of link data is
presented in human-readable text. The JSON
manifest files store and transmit data object
references consisting of attribute-value pairs and
arrays.
NID system provides ways to access, view,
search, and share digital library objects in form of
images, audio, and video. To support digital library
synergy the NID system provides multiple APIs
that allow sharing of information and content
aggregation.
This
includes
search
API,
Presentation API, Image API, and data services
APIs.

Fig. 8.: URL-based content sharing

4. BIG DATA AND AI APPLICATIONS IN DIGITAL
LIBRARY SYSTEMS
Big data is mainly characterized by Volume,
Variety, Velocity, Variability and Value [11]. The
data in modern digital libraries fit this
characterization to a great extent. Increasing use
of conventional and mobile computing devices,
improved ICT infrastructure, internet applications,
and convenient digitization of legacy data are what
cause exponential and speedy growth of data in
libraries. The variety of sources and content types
add to the variability in library data. Contrary to
general user data available on social platforms
and common information systems, the data
available in digital libraries is of greater intellectual
value as it generally comes from credible sources.
Libraries in the big data era need to shift focus
from conventional data processing applications
and employ tools more suitable and designed
exclusively for big data. The challenges
associated with massive datasets are capturing
and storage of data, searching for the desired
information, selective sharing and transfer,
visualization, querying, privacy etc. Artificial
Intelligence (AI) works very well in data analytics,
thus making AI and big data seemingly
inseparable. To exploit the full potential of data
volumes in digital libraries, the NID library makes
extended use of machine learning algorithms in
several areas as follows.

Fig. 7.: Access to objects in other libraries
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4.1. Computer Vision (CV)

insights into text available in various documents of
a digital library. A NID library contains the
experimental feature of “Topic Detection”. Topic
modelling in NID is done using Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA), an unsupervised approach by
extracting the patterns of word clusters and
frequencies of words in the document [13]. The
output of this AI application gives us the gist of
contents available in a document. The NID topic
detection features make use of detected topics to
find similarities among pages of the same
document and pages of other documents. The
topic modeling can also be used for the automated
classification of document clusters in large
libraries.

Tesseract4

NID uses
- one of the most accurate
open-source OCR engines. It helps in indexing
processes by extracting machine-readable text
from image-based documents. This feature is very
practical for libraries that archive historical
documents through a scanning process. The
seamless integration of the inherent Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) engine automates
the indexing tasks. It saves time and eliminates
the use of expensive external software. Long
short-term memory (LSTM) based techniques are
used by the OCR engine supporting up to 116
languages including experimental support for old
manuscripts. The NID platform has supplemented
the OCR processing with additional image preprocessing features. Our experiments yielded
greater text detection accuracy when scanned
document images were pre-processed with grey
scaling and brightness and contrast adjustments.
This temporary intermediate backend processing
is useful for documents with text having colored or
image backgrounds.
Another AI application tested in the NID library
system is in the computer vision domain using
Object Detection techniques to supplement a
conventional text index of a document. The NID
library added the YOLO [12] algorithm to its data
analytics toolbox. The Object Detection function
applied to an object in the NID library detects and
recognizes various image objects on a document
page. It stores the location and label of the
detected object to the standard text search index
of that document. At present NID system uses the
COCO5 training dataset capable of detecting 80
object classes.

Fig. 10.: Experimental feature of topic modeling and
detection of similar pages.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed how digital libraries
must evolve in the wake of mass digitization and
the prolific use of the internet. Our initial efforts to
introduce inherent collaborations and content cocreation features improve user involvement with
the system. The experiments related to data
transformation and contemporary as well as
unorthodox access mechanism also adds value to
interoperability and intellectual property rights
areas. We also established that present-day digital
libraries are seen as sources of big data. The use
of artificial intelligence techniques for seeking
meaningful insights from this data is inevitable. We
see great potential for further experiments for the
applications of cutting-edge natural language
processing and computer vision algorithms on
conventional library data.

Fig. 9.: Search facility of objects without any text
description

4.2. Natural Language Processing (NLP)
NLP-based AI algorithms help machines
understand human language. Its use gives
4

5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesseract_(software)
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https://cocodataset.org/
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